
Adjustable shroud proposal, AGA 2016, by Gavin Young & Cliff Milliner 

 

Gavin and Cliff worked over the winter up until the Nationals to develop an adjustable shroud 

system for the Supernova. Below is the technical detail of how we implemented this, to give an 

example of how this could work if approved.  

1) There were 2 main principles in this setup, keep it simple and low cost 

2) This system is not a single string setup. The forestay and shrouds are independently adjustable, 

but the lowers are fixed. 

3) It reuses the adjustable lowers deck pulleys and cleats if you have them or can be retro fitted to 

a boat without these very simply 

4) The projected cost is no more than adjustable lowers, so you are effectively trading adjustable 

lowers for adjustable shrouds from a cost perspective 

5) Uses simple parts/pulleys etc so not difficult for anyone to rig themselves, and simple to retro fit 

to any boat 

 

Advantages: 

1) Allows you to depower the rig by reducing tension without moving the mast rake, so less 

weather helm 

2) Allows you to let the boom out further downwind, but keeps the mast upright, which is what 

you want downwind 

3) Once fitted we found there was no need to adjust the forestay or lowers, so actually simplifies 

sailing and rig setup, making it better for new sailors who struggle with mask rake and setup 

4) Reduces shock load in the shrouds plate when using a floppy rig, due to the friction introduced 

by the purchase system on the shrouds 

Myths: 

1) This does not put any more tension into the rig than now. There are no more purchases in our 

set up than the current system, so no more rig/hull load than current setup 

2) Does not allow you to sail by the lee deeper, you can’t let the main out further than before 

 

Pictures: 

Gav’s      Cliff’s 

 

Shows a ball bearing sheave bolted into the lowers adjuster, and a High load block fitted to shrouds 

shortened by 10-15cms, note the safety line just in case! 



Uses existing purchase system like the lowers 

 

 

Gavs blocks fitted to the mast step with   Cliffs using existing lowers blocks on the deck 

Simple deck fittings and bolts   and control lines using existing pulleys 

 

 

Gavs control lines added with normal Pulleys Cliffs new shrouds fitted to exiting mast fitting with 

a shackle 

 

 

 



Rules change proposal in 3 parts: 

1) Does the association want to accept a rule change to allow adjustable shrouds? Yes/No 

2) If Yes, what if any limitations should be put in place to limit the allowable rig setup? Our 

proposal is as follows, but others feel free to come up with other suggestions: 

a. If you have adjustable shrouds, you must have fixed lowers. (to keep complexity and 

cost to a minimum) 

b. Both shrouds must adjust together, for/aft movement only not side to side 

c. No single string system, forestay & shrouds must be independently adjustable. (to 

keep rigging complexity and cost to a minimum) 

3) If Yes to part 1&2, do we want to trial or limit the system to a set number of sailors and 

events to ensure, development is done under controlled conditions to assess the effect on 

performance and hull/rigging load, eg 2 sailors from each club allowed to try the system at 

travellers events. To be reviewed again at the 2017 AGM 

 

 

 

 

 


